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Repeat proteins are widespread in nature, with many of them
functioning as binding molecules in protein–protein recognition.
Their simple structural architecture is used in biotechnology for
generating proteins with high affinities to target proteins. Recent
folding studies of ankyrin repeat (AR) proteins revealed a new
mechanism of protein folding. The formation of an intermediate
state is rate limiting in the folding reaction, suggesting a scaffold
function of this transient state for intrinsically less stable ARs. To
investigate a possible common mechanism of AR folding, we
studied the structure and folding of a new thermophilic AR protein
(tANK) identified in the archaeon Thermoplasma volcanium. The
x-ray structure of the evolutionary much older tANK revealed high
homology to the human CDK inhibitor p19INK4d, whose sequence
was used for homology search. As for p19INK4d, equilibrium and
kinetic folding analyses classify tANK to the family of sequential
three-state folding proteins, with an unusual fast equilibrium
between native and intermediate state. Under equilibrium conditions, the intermediate can be populated to >90%, allowing
characterization on a residue-by-residue level using NMR spectroscopy. These data clearly show that the three C-terminal ARs are
natively folded in the intermediate state, whereas native crosspeaks for the rest of the molecule are missing. Therefore, the
formation of a stable folding unit consisting of three ARs is the
necessary rate-limiting step before AR 1 and 2 can assemble to form
the native state.
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state as rate limiting step. Partially folded intermediate states
found on the folding pathway of small globular domains usually
form much faster than the rate limiting step of folding. Thus, the
intermediate state of an AR protein may act as a scaffold,
requiring initial folding before zipping up of the less stable
repeats in a fast reaction to the native state.
Folding studies on naturally occuring AR proteins have until
now focused only on eukaryotic proteins. To test the validity of
a possible common mechanism of AR folding, we performed a
Blast search with the p19INK4d sequence as template on evolutionary much older archaeal organisms. A new protein of similar
length and with ⬍25% sequence identity to p19INK4d was identified in Thermoplasma volcanium (20). The herein determined
structure by x-ray crystallography confirmed that this archaeal
AR protein (tANK) folds into five sequentially arranged ARs
with an additional helix at the N terminus. Equilibrium and
kinetic folding analyses of this protein by fluorescence and CD
spectroscopy revealed a sequential three-state folding mechanism with the expected unusual fast equilibrium between the
native and intermediate state. Compared with p19INK4d and the
Notch ankyrin domain, the intermediate state of tANK can be
populated to 90% at equilibrium, making high-resolution studies
possible. GdmCl induced equilibrium unfolding transitions monitored by NMR showed that the amide protons of AR 3–5 in the
intermediate still resonate at native chemical shifts whereas the
N-terminal AR are mainly unfolded. Limited proteolysis data
confirmed AR 3–5 as the most stable part of the protein.
Results and Discussion

A

nkyrin repeat (AR) proteins are ubiquitious and involved in
numerous fundamental physiological processes (1). A common feature of repeat proteins from all families is their modular
architecture of homologous structural elements forming a scaffold for specific and tight molecular interactions. This property
has been applied in biotechnology to generate AR proteins with
high affinities for target proteins (2). The AR consists of 33
amino acids that form a loop and a ␤-turn followed by two
antiparallel ␣-helices connected by a tight turn. Up to 29 repeats
can be found in a single protein, but usually four to six repeats
stack onto each other to form an elongated structure with a
continuous hydrophobic core and a large solvent accessible
surface (3–6). Unlike the packing of globular protein domains,
the linear arrangement of the repeat modules in AR proteins
implies that local, regularly repeating packing interactions are
very important and may dominate the thermodynamic stability
and the folding mechanism. AR proteins are therefore expected
to fold in a fast, modular, multistate reaction controlled by
short-range interactions. Interestingly, folding of naturally occurring AR proteins is much slower than expected from the low
contact order and shows almost exclusively two-state behavior
under equilibrium conditions (7–16). However, kinetic and
equilibrium analysis of the folding of CDK inhibitor p19INK4d
(17, 18) and Notch ankyrin domain (19), revealed a surprising
folding mechanism including the formation of an intermediate
www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0710657105

X-Ray Structure of tANK. To compare protein folding data derived

from human AR proteins with thermophilic AR proteins, we
performed a Blast search against the archaean database using
the human p19INK4d sequence as template. A putative AR
protein (tANK) was identified in Thermoplasma volcanium
sharing ⬍25% sequence identity with the human p19INK4d
protein [see supporting information (SI) Fig. 7]. The top hits in
a second Blast search with the sequence of tANK in the
nonredundant protein database only comprised archaeal homologs. Therefore, a horizontal gene transfer seems to be
unlikely. The crystal structure of this protein was solved to 1.65
Å resolution, confirming the expected five-membered AR fold.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the structure of the thermophilic ankyrin
repeat protein tANK (Protein Data Base ID code 2RFM). Five ARs (AR1–AR5),
each comprising a loop, a ␤-turn, and two sequential ␣-helices form the
elongated structure, extended by an ␣-helical N terminus are shown. Side
chains of the wild-type fluorescence probes Trp-71 and Trp-104 are indicated
as sticks. The figure was created by using MOLMOL (34).

Structural refinement procedures and statistics are given in the
supporting information. Compared with p19INK4d (21, 22), the
thermophilic protein harbours an extension of 23 aa at the N
terminus which forms an additional helix (Fig. 1). The backbone
rmsd for AR 3–5 between the mesophilic and thermophilic
protein was ⬍1.5 Å, indicating the high conservation of this
structure element in evolution.
GdmCl-Induced Unfolding Involves the Formation of a Partially Structured Intermediate. The stability of tANK was monitored by

fluorescence- and CD spectroscopy in the presence of various
amounts of GdmCl. Trp-71 and Trp-104 located in AR 2 and 3
(Fig. 1) proved excellent probes to follow the transition curve.
Upon unfolding, the fluorescence of the native protein N is
strongly quenched and the maximum of the spectrum is shifted
to higher wavelength (333 nm 3 355 nm). At medium concentrations of GdmCl, however, an intermediate state I gets populated, which shows a quenched maximum still at 333 nm (Fig.
2A). To follow the ␣-helical content of the protein upon GdmCl
unfolding, far-UV CD at 222 nm was used as a second probe. At
medium concentrations of GdmCl (2 M) one third of the native
CD signal is lost, indicating the unfolding of some secondary
structure elements (Fig. 2C). A combined analysis of GdmClinduced unfolding curves monitored by fluorescence (Fig. 2B)
and CD according to a three-state model revealed a global
stability of ⌬Gu ⫽ 52.6 ⫾ 1.8 kJ/mol for tANK; 18.5 ⫾ 1.0 kJ/mol
count for the N to I transition, whereas the intermediate state
has a stability of 34.1 ⫾ 1.5 kJ/mol relative to U. Resulting m
values are 11.6 ⫾ 0.7 kJ䡠mol⫺1 M⫺1 and 12.6 ⫾ 0.6 kJ䡠mol⫺1 M⫺1
for the first and second transitions, respectively. Calculated
populations of N, I, and the unfolded state (U) according to
these biophysical parameters show that I is populated to an
extent of 90% under equilibrium conditions at ⬇2.1 M GdmCl
(Fig. 2D).
Analytical ultracentrifugation of tANK indicates that the
intermediate state is monomeric: the sedimentation equilibration at 1.95 M GdmCl gave an Mr of 22.7 ⫾ 1.6 kDa, which is
consistent with the mass of one polypeptide chain (see SI Fig. 8).
However, at this GdmCl concentration, a 1 mM protein sample
forms fibrils after several days (see SI Fig. 11). This is consistent
with the idea that populated but destabilized folding intermediates are prone to the formation of ordered aggregates (23).
3780 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0710657105

Fig. 2. GdmCl-induced unfolding of tANK monitored by fluorescence and CD
spectroscopy. (A) Fluorescence spectra of tANK at 0 M (black line), 2 M (broken
gray line) and 5 M (dotted black line) GdmCl after excitation at 280 nm. GdmCl
induced unfolding transitions monitored by fluorescence at 335 nm (B) and CD
at 222.6 nm (C). Solid lines in B and C represent the least square fit of a
three-state model (see Materials and Methods for details). (D) Calculated
equilibrium populations of the native N (black line), intermediate I (broken
gray line), and unfolded state U (dotted black line) according to the global
analysis of fluorescence and CD equilibrium data.

Folding Kinetics. Unfolding and refolding kinetics of tANK were
measured by stopped-flow fluorescence spectroscopy. Unfolding under fully denaturing conditions (⬎3 M GdmCl) is fast and
best described by a biphasic process with rate constants that
differ by at least a factor of 20 (Fig. 3A). Each unfolding reaction
contributes to 50% of the whole unfolding amplitude (Fig. 3C).
Below 3 M GdmCl, however, the amplitude for the slow unfolding reaction decreases faster compared with the amplitude for
the fast unfolding reaction, indicating the population of the
intermediate state. At 2 M GdmCl, for example, where I is the
dominant species, the fast unfolding phase accounts for 90% of
the amplitude. The refolding reaction starting from fully unfolded protein is best described by three exponential functions
with folding rates that differ by more than a factor of 10 (Fig. 3B).
The fast reaction adds to ⬎85% of the amplitude, whereas the
two slow reactions account for ⬍10% each (Fig. 3D). Nevertheless, at low GdmCl concentrations, no fast refolding phase in
the range between 100 s⫺1 and 1,000 s⫺1 was observed in this
experiment. Note that the entire refolding amplitude is detectable during the refolding reaction, evident from the start and end
point analysis of the kinetics (Fig. 3F). Because of the latter
observation, burst phase intermediates or problems in reversibility can be excluded. These findings can be explained by the
sequential folding mechanism U º I º N already observed for
p19INK4d and the Notch ankyrin domain. The formation of the
intermediate state is rate limiting during the refolding reaction.
Kinetic experiments using single mixing can only directly monitor reactions that occur before the rate limiting step if the rates
differ by ⬎5-fold. This explains the absence of a very fast
refolding phase between 0 and 1 M GdmCl (Fig. 3E). To confirm
this assumption, unfolding and refolding reactions were initiated
from the intermediate state. Protein was incubated at 1.7 M
GdmCl (45% native, 55% I, 0% U) and refolded to native
conditions between 0.4 and 1.6 M GdmCl. All refolding kinetics
were very fast and followed a single exponential function (Fig.
3B Inset). These rates filled the missing gap of the Chevron plot
(open gray symbols in Fig. 3E) and thereby assigned the fast
Löw et al.

folding reaction to the transition between the native and intermediate state. Below 0.5 M GdmCl, the rates exceed the limits
of conventional stopped-flow techniques.
Unfolding reactions at high GdmCl concentration with protein preincubated at 2.6 M GdmCl (0% native, 55% I, 45% U)
follow a single exponential decay (Fig. 3A Inset). These unfolding
rates (closed gray symbols in Fig. 3E) match with slow unfolding
rates observed in unfolding experiments starting from the native
state. Therefore, we assign these rates to the slow reaction
between the intermediate and the unfolded state. These data
clearly confirm the early observations seen for p19INK4d and the
Notch ankyrin domain, namely that the formation of the intermediate state is indeed the rate limiting step in the folding
reaction.
Löw et al.

GdmCl Folding Transition Monitored by NMR. As a result of the high
population of the intermediate state under equilibrium conditions, it was possible to further characterize this state by NMR
spectroscopy. To this end, ⬎83% of the backbone amide protons
of the native state were assigned using standard 3D experiments
(see SI Fig. 9). The GdmCl induced transition of tANK was
followed by a series of 19 2D 15N-TROSY-HSQC spectra
recorded at various GdmCl concentrations. Long incubation
times of the NMR samples at medium concentrations of GdmCl
resulted in fibril formation (see above). Thus for each datapoint
a fresh sample was prepared in the transition region of the
GdmCl transition. 66 out of 185 possible native amide crosspeaks could be followed during the entire transition without
overlap of cross-peaks from I and U. Fig. 4 depicts two sections
from these 15N-TROSY-HSQCs, where cross-peaks of the native
state disappear at low (e.g., G88) or at high (e.g., G121) GdmCl
concentrations. Some cross-peaks appear only at intermediate
GdmCl concentrations (e.g., Int1 and Int2). It should be noted
that the selected sections are outside the range of cross-peaks of
the unfolded state and that the chemical exchange between the
three states is slow compared with chemical shift time scale at
GdmCl concentrations, were U, I, and N are highly populated.
For quantitative analysis, the volume of each cross-peak
present at 0 M GdmCl was plotted against the GdmCl concentration, resulting in 66 unfolding transition curves (examples are
shown in Fig. 5A). They can be grouped into two classes,
following the two transitions seen from fluorescence and CD
PNAS 兩 March 11, 2008 兩 vol. 105 兩 no. 10 兩 3781
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Fig. 3. Single mixing unfolding and refolding kinetics of tANK detected by
stopped flow fluorescence. (A and B) Experimental data are plotted in black
and fits in gray. (A) Unfolding was initiated by a rapid change from 0 M to 4
M GdmCl and can be best fitted by a double exponential function. (B)
Refolding was initiated by rapid dilution from 5 M to 0.9 M GdmCl and follows
a sum of three exponentials. Refolding (A Inset) and unfolding traces (B Inset)
starting from GdmCl concentrations where the intermediate is highly populated (1.7 M GdmCl for refolding and 2.6 M GdmCl for unfolding) can be best
described by a single exponential function. Amplitudes of refolding (C) and
unfolding (D) phases, calculated as a percentage of the total fluorescence
change between the native and unfolded state: filled diamond, slow phase;
filled circle, fast phase of unfolding; the amplitude of the refolding kinetics is
dominated by one phase (open diamonds) and two minor phases (open
hexagon, slow; open inverted triangle, very slow) with ⬍10% of the whole
amplitude are detectable. (E) GdmCl dependence of apparent folding rates of
tANK monitored at 15°C, pH 7.4. Filled symbols indicate unfolding experiments, open symbols indicate refolding experiments. Gray symbols represent
folding rates that result from unfolding and refolding kinetics starting from
the intermediate state. (F) Start and end point analysis of the kinetic experiments. End points of unfolding (filled triangle) and refolding (filled circle)
reactions follow fluorescence equilibrium data (Fig. 2B). Start point (open
circle and triangle) analysis reveal that there is no obvious burst-phase
observable.

Although logarithms of the fastest un-/folding rates show a
linear dependence of the GdmCl concentration, a pronounced
kink in the unfolding and refolding limb of the U 7 I transition
is visible. These ‘‘roll overs’’ are not caused by kinetic coupling
of the observed folding rates, because the refolding and unfolding rates differ by more than a factor of 10. Furthermore,
unfolding rates derived from unfolding reactions initiated from
the intermediate state also result in a downward curvature of the
unfolding limb. Curvatures in the refolding and unfolding limbs
of the Chevron plot have been observed for various proteins (24,
25). These nonlinearities are often interpreted in terms of a
broad energy barrier, where the addition of denaturant can cause
a movement of the transition state which results in kinetic
anomalies (25). Alternatively, the existence of additional high
energy intermediates in unfolding and refolding reactions can
explain these observations (26).
In contrast to the fast reactions, the two minor phases detected
in refolding reactions starting from the unfolded state do not
show a significant dependence on GdmCl concentration (Fig.
3E). None of these two folding reactions is detectable when
refolding is initiated from the intermediate state, indicating that
these reactions originate from heterogeneity in the unfolded
state. The temperature dependence of the slowest refolding rate
yields in an activation energy of 78.5 ⫾ 3 kJ/mol, typical for prolyl
cis/trans isomerization reactions (27) (see SI Fig. 10). This
assumption could be confirmed by a 5-fold acceleration of this
folding phase in the presence of 10% of the prolyl isomerase
SlyD from Thermus thermophilus (C.L., unpublished results, data
not shown). It should be noted that all prolyl peptide bonds of
the native state are in the trans conformation according to the
crystal structure of tANK.
The second slow folding rate has a GdmCl independent time
constant of 1 s at 15°C. Although the amplitude for this reaction
is quite small (⬍5%), the refolding rate could be accurately
determined due to the large change in fluorescence between the
native and the unfolded state. The activation energy for this
reaction was determined to 47.5 ⫾ 3 kJ/mol (see SI Fig. 10).
Compared with literature data (28), this suggests that the origin
of this folding rate is caused by the isomerization of nonprolyl cis
peptide bonds in the unfolded state.
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Fig. 4. Sections of 15N-TROSY-HSQC spectra of tANK show the disappearance of native cross-peaks at low (e.g., G88) and high (e.g., G121) denaturation
concentrations. Transiently appearing cross-peaks of the intermediate state are labeled with Int. Residues of AR 3–5 are still present at 2.1 M GdmCl, where the
intermediate state is maximally populated, whereas signals of the N-terminal part are missing. This indicates that AR 3–5 remain folded in the intermediate state.

data (Fig. 2). Unfolding curves derived from N-terminal repeats
show a transition midpoint of ⬇1.6 M GdmCl (Fig. 5D). These
cross-peaks with native chemical shifts vanished at 2.1 M GdmCl,
where the intermediate state is maximally populated. In contrast, residues of AR 3–5 still show native chemical shifts at 2.1
M GdmCl and also unfold cooperatively with a transition
midpoint of ⬇2.6 M GdmCl (Fig. 5D). Detailed analysis allows
assignment of the two transitions observed by optical methods to
the respective residues in tANK. Amide protons of the first ARs
follow the decay of the native population as derived from
fluorescence and CD data. However, residues from AR 3–5 can
be described by the sum of the native and intermediate population. This demonstrates that in the intermediate state, amide
protons of AR 3–5 still show native chemical shifts whereas
resonances of residues from AR 1 and 2 show nonnative
chemical shifts. Moreover, the build-up of 40 unfolded crosspeaks could be followed over the entire GdmCl range (examples
shown in Fig. 5C). Interestingly, they show a corresponding
pattern, where some are already maximally populated in the
intermediate state, suggesting some N-terminal residues sense a
completely unfolded chemical environment. The larger fraction
of unfolded peaks follows the decay of the intermediate state.
Furthermore, 12 additional peaks could be directly assigned to
the intermediate state far off random coil shifts (e.g., Int1 in Fig.
4), which arise during the first transition. They get fully populated at 2.1 M GdmCl and then decay at higher GdmCl concentrations. The course of additional intermediate signals with
GdmCl concentration (Fig. 5B) agrees well with the intermediate population calculated from the fluorescence data (Fig. 2D).
Transition curves resulting from the N-terminal helical extension (residues 1–24) of tANK show much lower midpoints
compared with the rest of the molecule (Fig. 5D). These data
match with limited proteolysis data (see SI Table 2), which
showed a rapid degradation of the N-terminal 25 residues.
3782 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0710657105

Longer incubation times, however, lead to a stable 10 kDa
fragment as judged by SDS page, identified as AR 3–5 by mass
spectroscopy. The proteolysis data therefore verify the graded
thermodynamic stability of tANK found from GdmCl induced
unfolding transitions.
Sequential Folding Mechanism of tANK. The biophysical data presented here suggest the simplified model for folding of tANK
outlined in Fig. 6. Folding and unfolding of tANK is a sequential,
discrete process via an on-pathway intermediate with a highly
cooperative transition between the consecutive steps. The partially folded state contains folded AR 3–5. The N-terminal part
of the intermediate might contain some residual secondary
structure indicated by the CD detected unfolding transition (Fig.
2C) and the good dispersion of NMR chemical shifts from some
residues of this region (Fig. 4). The formation of this intermediate state is rate limiting for the refolding reaction, which
suggests a scaffold function for AR 3–5. Interestingly, sequences
of AR 3–5 of tANK and p19INK4d show a high homology to the
consensus AR sequence (29, 30). Designed AR proteins based
on this consensus sequence are known to be significantly more
stable compared with naturally occurring AR proteins (29).
Therefore we propose that ARs with the highest local stability
(usually two to three repeats) form the initiation site of the
folding reaction.

Materials and Methods
Gene Construction, Protein Expression and Purification. A living culture of
Thermoplasma volcanium (DSM 4300) was purchased from DSMZ (Deutsche
Sammlung von Mirkroorganismen und Zellkulturen GmbH, Braunschweig,
Germany). The organism was grown in Thermoplasma volcanium medium
(medium 398) under anaerobic conditions at 60°C for 2 weeks. Genomic DNA
was prepared using the Wizard DNA Purification System (Promega). The gene
for the thermophilic AR protein was amplified by using flanking primers and
cloned into a pet28c vector. The gene sequence was confirmed by automated
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DNA sequencing. Protein was expressed in Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3) and
purified from soluble material. Cells were resuspended in IMAC binding buffer
(50 mM Tris, 300 mM NaCl, 20 mM Imidazole, pH 8.0) and lysed by sonication.
Protein was eluted from the IMAC-column by step elution with 250 mM
imidazole, pooled, and dialyzed against Thrombin cleavage buffer (20 mM
Tris, 150 mM NaCl, pH 8.0). The His-tag was cleaved off by adding 2 units of
thrombin per mg of protein at 4°C overnight. Protein was further purified by
an additional IMAC-column and gel filtration (superdex 75) to virtual homogeneity in the presence of reducing agent. Protein was concentrated and
stored at ⫺80°C. Identity of the protein was verified by electrospray mass
spectrometry. Perdeuterated, isotopically labeled 2H, 15N, 13C-NMR-samples
were produced using M9 minimal media made up with 2H2O and 13C-glucose
as carbon source and 15NH4Cl as nitrogen source, respectively, and supplemented with vitamin mix.
Crystallization. Protein was rebuffered in 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4 and concentrated to 50 mg/ml. Crystals were grown by hanging drop vapor diffusion
method at 13°C in 24-well crystallization plates. The drops contained 2 l of
protein and 2 l of reservoir solution (20% glycerol, 2 M ammoniumsulfate,
1% 1,3 butanediol) with 0.5 ml of reservoir solution in each well. Crystals grew
within 4 weeks. The structure was determined in house using the anomalous
signal of iodine (Single-wavelength Anomalous Dispersion or SAD), after
soaking of the crystal in crystallization buffer containing 50 mM KI for 20 h
before measurement.
X-Ray Diffraction and Structural Refinement. X-ray diffraction and structural
refinement are described in SI Text.
CD and Fluorescence. GdmCl ultrapure was purchased from MP Biomedicals,
LLC (Eschwege, Germany) and all other chemicals from Merck. All experiments
were performed at 15°C in the presence of 0.1 mM TCEP. Far-UV CD GdmCl-
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Fig. 6. Simplified folding model of tANK. The protein folds via an onpathway intermediate in which the two N-terminal repeats are unfolded and
the three C-terminal repeats are natively folded. Additional NMR cross-peaks
of the intermediate state, which do not show a random coil chemical shift, and
CD data suggest that there is some residual secondary structure in AR 1 and 2.

induced unfolding transitions of the AR protein were monitored at 222.6 nm
for 1–3 M protein solutions with varying GdmCl concentrations and 4 – 6 h
incubation time to reach equilibrium with a JASCO J600A spectropolarimeter.
GdmCl transitions monitored by fluorescence were recorded with a JASCO
FP6500 fluorescence spectrometer. A fluorescence spectrum was recorded for
each data point from 300 to 420 nm after excitation at 280 nm. All experimental data were analyzed according to a three-state model by nonlinear
least-squares fit with proportional weighting to obtain the Gibbs free energy
of denaturation ⌬G as a function of the GdmCl concentration (31). Fluorescence transition curves detected at various wavelength were analyzed together with CD data using the program Scientist (MicroMath).
Kinetics. Kinetic experiments were performed using an Applied Photophysics
SX-17MV and SX-20MV stopped-flow instrument at 15°C. An excitation wavelength of 280 nm was used, and emission was monitored at wavelengths
above 305 nm using cut-off filters. Unfolding experiments were performed by
mixing native protein or the intermediate state (0 or 1.7 M GdmCl) in 20 mM
Na-phosphate (pH 7.4) with 5 or 10 volumes of GdmCl containing the same
buffer. Refolding was initiated by 11- or 6-fold dilution of unfolded protein or
the intermediate state (5 or 2.6 M GdmCl). The final protein concentration was
1–3 M. Data collected from at least 4 – 8 scans were averaged and fitted using
Grafit 5 (Erithacus). Unfolding traces were fitted to two exponential functions.
Refolding traces were fitted to a sum of three exponential functions. The
slowest refolding phase was also determined by manual mixing in the presence and absence of the prolyl isomerase Thermus thermophilus SlyD.
NMR. All NMR spectra were acquired with a Bruker Avance 800 and 900 spectrometer in 20 mM Na-phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, containing 10% 2H2O. For
backbone assignment trHNCA, trHNCACB and trHN(CO)CACB were measured
with a 1.2 mM 15N/13C/2D labeled sample at 25°C. The assignment was transferred
by a series of 15N-TROSY-HSQC at different temperatures to 15°C. The GdmCl
transition was performed with 15N labeled samples at 15°C using 15N-TROSYHSQC. Native protein was diluted with 8 M GdmCl stock solution to the desired
GdmCl concentration. For each data point in the transition region (1.5–3 M
GdmCl), a fresh sample of 500 M protein was prepared before use to avoid fibril
formation (see SI Fig. 11). Signal intensities of all spectra were referenced according to the protein concentration in the respective sample. Spectra were processed
using NMRpipe (32) and analyzed with NMRView (33). Signal intensities of the
native, intermediate, and unfolded population were used for analysis of the
GdmCl equilibrium transition and compared with populations resulting from
fluorescence and CD measurements.
PNAS 兩 March 11, 2008 兩 vol. 105 兩 no. 10 兩 3783
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Fig. 5. GdmCl induced unfolding transitions of tANK monitored by NMR.
15N-TROSY-HSQC spectra were recorded between 0 and 4.2 M GdmCl. (A)
Normalized cross-peak volumes of backbone amides assigned to the native
state at 0 M GdmCl. E45, D60, L78, G88, and V91 of AR 1–2 follow the decay of
the native state population derived from the fluorescence and CD data
(broken line). G109, E119, G142, L153, and A189 of AR 3–5 follow the sum of
the native state and intermediate state population derived from the fluorescence and CD data (dotted lines). (B) Additional, transient cross-peaks which
do not heavily overlap with peaks from the native or denatured state agree
with the intermediate population (broken line) resulting from fluorescence
and CD data. (C) The build-up of cross-peak volumes of the denatured state
was monitored over the entire GdmCl range. Some cross-peaks are already
maximal at intermediate GdmCl concentrations (2.1 M GdmCl), whereas the
volumes of other cross-peaks increased with unfolding of the intermediate
state. The data suggest that some residues experience a denatured like
environment in the intermediate state. (D) Midpoints of denaturation profiles
of 66 of 185 possible amide cross-peaks show that the two N-terminal AR are
by 1 M GdmCl less stable compared with C-terminal three repeats.
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